
JAYPEE PUBLIC SCHOOL, GREATER NOIDA 
Sub: Class XI UT-1 Datesheet (Session 2021-22) 

 
JPSGN/PO/2021-22/27                                                                                                                     02.08.2021 
Dear Parents, 

Greetings !! Hope you are doing well !! 

This is to inform your that UT-1 Exams of Class XI are scheduled to start from 9th August 2021, as mentioned in the 
School Almanac Examination schedule also. 

The exams will be conducted ONLINE on the class Google Meet Id. Kindly note that regular classes will not be held 
after the examination. If students want to discuss any doubt they can contact their respective subject teachers for the 
same.  

Guidelines of Examination:   
      Online exam through virtual invigilation by two observers under the supervision of parent at home.  
Ø The duration of exam will be 90 minutes or 1 ½ hour. The students are supposed to join their class meeting IDs 

sharp at 8:30am. (with Video ON throughout examination time). 
Ø Attendance will be taken by invigilators between 8:30 to 8:40 am. 
Ø At 8:40 am, question paper will be shared and examination will get over at 10:10am. 
Ø Parent is requested to ensure the connectivity or any other network issue prior to exam. If any issue persists at the 

time of exam immediately inform to subject and class teacher regarding the same. 
Ø On answer sheet students must mention their name, class, section, subject, date, Google meet link and Virtual 

invigilator’s names. 
Ø  After completion of exam, students will be allotted 15 minutes time to scan their answer sheet (in PDF format only) 

and send it on the E- mail Id of their subject teacher. 
Ø Parent to also ensure that your ward timely join meeting, starts and submits answer sheet on time. 
Ø Teachers will share their respective E-mail Id one day before the examination.  
Ø In case of medical emergency, parents must inform examination department through the class-teacher prior to the 

commencement of examination and must submit Medical Certificate as soon as possible. 
Kindly Note the datesheet: 

Class XI UT-1 Datesheet 

DATE DAY XI-SCIENCE XI-COMMERCE XI-HUMANITIES 

9-Aug-21 MONDAY ENGLISH ENGLISH ENGLISH 

10-Aug-21 TUESDAY PAINTING/ 
MUSIC/DANCE PAINTING/MUSIC/DANCE PAINTING/MUSIC/DANCE 

11-Aug-21 WEDNESDAY PHYSICS ACCOUNTANCY POLITICAL SCIENCE 

12-Aug-21 THURSDAY PSYCHOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY 

13-Aug-21 FRIDAY CHEMISTRY BUSINESS STUDIES HISTORY 

16-Aug-21 MONDAY BIOLOGY  ECONOMICS ECONOMICS 

17-Aug-21 TUESDAY MATHEMATICS MATHEMATICS MATHEMATICS/ GEOGRAPHY 

18-Aug-21 WEDNESDAY PE/CS/AI PE/CS/AI PE/CS/AI 

     
NOTE:- Vocational subject  exams for special need students will be conducted in their respective  subject slot. 

With good wishes, 

 

 
Meeta Bhandula 
Principal 


